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The Contract Audio Derek Jeter
May 2: To avoid losing him to free agency after the season, the Yankees sign Derek Jeter to a 10-year, $253 million contract extension that guarantees he will always make one dollar more than the ...
2001: An A-Rod Odyssey
Derek Jeter’s first significant hire when he was leading the Miami Marlins is no longer with the club. The Marlins said they parted ways with Gary Denbo, who had been the team’s vice president of ...
Marlins part ways with Denbo, one of Jeter’s first hires
The 'On and On' singer-songwriter, a friend and collaborator of Eric Clapton, Art Garfunkel and Phil Collins, reflects on the ups and downs of his life and career ...
Stephen Bishop reflects on his life in music in ‘On and Off,’ an autobiography with a dramatic twist
Premium online access is only available to PW subscribers. If you have an active subscription and need to set up or change your password, please click here. New to PW? To set up immediate access ...
Books by Derek Jeter and Complete Book Reviews
There has been lots of talk about how it cost George Steinbrenner more than $70 million bucks to put the kibosh on Derek Jeter's seven-year, $118.5-million contract a year ago. Well, guess what?
Rumblings and Grumblings
Still, that brief time with PSG, his lifetime contract with Adidas and his continued ... Still, on the Kop in Liverpool, Gerrard is to the Reds what Derek Jeter is to the Yankees, and that comes ...
The 10 Richest World Cup Athletes
The muscles throughout the body also contract in response to orgasm. The initial contractions can arrive at less than one second intervals, and become further apart as the orgasm continues.
What happens to your body when you make love
I'm quite relaxed about those kind of scenes.' But now the 38-year-old star has a 'nudity clause' in her contract, which means sex scenes can be shot only if she gives her express and individual ...
How Moll made the leap from naughty to haughty
Boughner had one more year on his contract at $1.5 million ... to pledge to the Longhorns since Saturday, joining safety Derek Williams (No. 76) and wide receiver Jonah Wilson (No. 278).
Sports News
ActionStreamer also recently struck a contract with the U.S. Air Force to develop a wearable camera to stream video, two-way audio and sensor data between aircraft operators. As the startup grows, Fox ...
USFL Is Using ActionStreamer’s Helmet Cameras to Put Fans in the Middle of the Action
"But it's my birthday," comedian Rudy Wilson says, mimicking a pintsize heckler celebrating his special day at a Monday-night show. "Don't blow out the candles because it's my birthday." Since ...
Best Comedian
Amber Heard, who lost a defamation suit brought by her ex-husband Johnny Depp after six excruciating weeks of a trial that was livestreamed, said she had "never felt more removed from [her ...
Amber Heard Said The Trial Was “The Most Humiliating And Horrible Thing I’ve Ever Been Through”
Somewhere along the way, every parent buys every child a first book. A Goodnight Moon. The Cat in the Hat. Some kind of ABC book. Something to help at bedtime and to foster reading. And so it was ...
Rangers’ Jack Leiter learned ‘Mental ABCs’ from Al Leiter’s mistakes and greatness
Intravene uses “binaural 360-degree audio” to plunge listeners into the heart of an overdose crisis in Vancouver, Canada. Tribeca received a record 11,000 submissions across 10 categories ...
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